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WE BUY, SELL, TRADE

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

100 PLUS AVIARIES
AT THIS LOCATION

714/792-5735
10797 New Jersey Street

Redlands, CA. 92373

My philosophy of bird pictures is to pro
duce a color print or slide which has ac
curate (as possible) colors, a typical pose,
and in a size sufficient to study the bird in
detail. In order to achieve this, I feel that
one must process his own ftIm and prints.
This is especially true in the color print,
because a photo-lab does not know what
color the subject was. For slides, a photo
lab can do your job. This discussion will be
limited to captive birds and primarily color
photography. The same basic technique
can be applied to black & white photo
graphy, but, when the results are so

superior in color, why limit yourself to
B&W? If B&W prints are required for
publication, the conversion can be made
by the publication facility.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Camera & Lenses - Taking into ac
count image detail, flexibility, available
ftIms, portability, and cost; my nomina
tion is a 35mm single lens reflex with inter
changeable lenses and focusing at full
aperture up to the moment of exposure.
Fully automatic cameras are not required
as most all pictures will be made using elec-

CYTOLOGICAL
SEXING

\ )
(PARROT TYPE BI RDS)

~
A NON-SURGICAL, LABORATORY

PROCEDURE A revolutionary
new technique adapted and
researched for avian application,
entirely in our own clinic, requiring
only a few surface body cells.

$15.00 per bird, any size

If you have a large number of birds
or if your club members would like this
service, and if you are not in the Los
Angeles area, call and inquire about

having one of our lab technicians
come to you to do the testing.

SU RG ICAL SEXI NG ALWAYS
AVAILABLE Call for information

and appointment
KRAY VETERINARY CLINIC

FOR BIRDS
1415 West Magnolia Boulevard

Burbank, California 91507
(213) 845-3750
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Dan Martin prepares to photograph some active subjects. Patience and a comfortable posi
tion is a necessity.
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One ofthe world's prettiest small birds comes from South Africa, the Violet eared wax btll, (Granatina granatina). Male (L), Hen (R).

tronic flash. Depending upon the size of
the birds you wish to photograph, your
basic lens can be anything from 85mm to
135mm. There are many cameras and
lenses on the market which can be used
with very good results. Cameras larger
than 35mm can be used, but, with increas
ed film cost, increased camera cost, and
loss of depth of focus. Closer than normal
focusing is also requried and can be pro-

vided by a macro lens, extension tubes, or
auxiliary lenses. My personal equipment is
two NIKON FMs (one for negative and
one for slides) with a basic 105mm f2.5
lens and an 11mm extension tube. Other
lenses I use are 85mm f2.0, 50rnm f2.0,
200mm f4.0 and a 43-86mm f3.5 zoom.

Tripod - A sturdy, repeat sturdy,
tripod is required. I recommend a pan

head with a tilt top. The pan head is re
quired and the tilt is very nice when chang
ing from horizontal to vertical format.

Electronic Flash - At least two flash
units are required and a third is optional,
with a fourth optional as a stand-by. My
two basicunits are AC and rated for Guide
No. 120withASA 100 film. My third flash
is AC or battery and rated for Guide No.
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The author designed and budt this box to uttlize studio portrait lighting for bird photos.

Kellogg's Bird Products
Wild Bird Supplies

Cage & Aviary Seed
Nutritional Aids

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

5 Patten Road, Bedford, N.H. 03102

(603) 623·6541

A THE BIRO'S NEST

The Avicultural Society
of America, Inc.

Founded 1927

Welcomes new members.

We publish a monthly bulletin on all
aspects of avPculture. Anyone in
terested in becoming a member please
contact: Doris Mayfield, Membership
Secretary, 6606 Enfield Ave., Reseda.
CA 91335. Yearly dues $12.00.
Overseas members, please add $2.00
to cover postage.

an aviary are possible, but lighting and
background are not as good as in the box.
My first box was for finches only and was
14xl4x33 inches long. It had a door in the
back and a slot to drop in different back
grounds; the rear half of the top and the
whole front were made of white sheet
plastic. (I used the white plastic used for
diffusing fluorescent lights in a drop ceil
ing). In the front was a circle cut out with a
cover for the camera lens. One flash was
positioned 30 inches from the top and one
flash placed 6 inches from the front. This
worked fme for fmches but nothing large
and it lacked a few things.

My present box is now in its third
modification and there are two more mods
in the plarming stage. The criteria for mak
ing this box were (1) 3 flash units attached
to the box so there is no need for light
stands, (2) large enough to use with cocka
tiels, conures, and true parakeets, but (3)
not any bigger than necessary so that the
smaller birds can be confined, (4) ability to
be taken apart for transportation and
storage, and (5) provide several different
camera to subject distances while not alter
ing the basic flash to subject distance.
Keeping in mind this box is designed for
35mm format using 105mm or 85mm

50 at ASA 100, my stand-by is the same as
my basic flash units.

Film - The basic fIlm for negatives is
Kodacolor II. I use Vericolor II, which is
the professional version of Kodacolor II.
Kodacolor 400 can also be used with ex
posure adjustments. There are other color
negative fIlms on the market, but none as
available as Kodacolor II. For slide fIlms,
there are many to choose from; try them
all and select the one with the color balance
and speed which suits you. I prefer Fuji
chrome 100; its speed and color balance
are to my taste. Note that both ofmy films
are ASA 100, a definite asset.

T-Bar - A T-bar or suitable bird stand
is necessary for taking pictures of the
larger birds which will stay on aT-bar.
Suitable background is also a must. I use
regular photographic background paper
in an assortment ofcolors, I prefer neutral
grey or very light blue. Of course, a means
must be provided for supporting the roll of
paper; any sort of a jury-rig will work.

Photo-Box - A photo-box is required
for the smaller birds in order to confine
them to a small area where the lighting and
background can be controlled. Pictures in

$5.95 each
(includes postage & handling)
New Price EIlecll.e June 1, 1980

This handsome sturdy binder holds
a full year's issues of The Watchbird
(6 issues). Of rich brown leather-like
vinyl embossed in gold. Keeps your
Watchbirds in perfect condition and
makes an attractive addition to your
book shelf.

American Federation
of Aviculture

Watchbird Binder
P.O. BOX 327,

EL CAJON, CALIFORNIA 92022

NOW
AVAILABLE

\,J\J A,CHB\R~RS
B\\\\OI::.
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FINCH SPECIALS

mix or match
Red-Ears
Cut-Throats
Silverbills
Bronze Wings
Golden Songs

} 1-6.00
6-5.75

12-5.50
24-5.00

Black-hooded nun's}
White-hooded nun's
Spice finch

1-8.00
6-7.00

12-6.00

AFRICAN GREYS

Red-Tails 300.00

* Tame ** Grey Cheeked Parakeets *

* Hand-fed Baby *
* Blue-Fronted Amazons *

LIMITED QUANTITIES,
order now

(Due Mid-March)

1-300.00 2-275.00 3-250.00
6-225.00 12-200.00

Orange Weaver 13.00
Grey Singing 10.00
Green Singing 11.00
Cordon Bleu 1-15.00

6-14.00
Fire Finch 1-25.00

6-20.00
Lavenders 13.00
Black Cheek Waxbills 13.00
Melba's 75.00 pro
Violet-Ear Waxbills 75.00 pro
Star Finch 2500
Black-Cap Waxbill 25.00
Cherry Head 25.00

CANARYS

Males: 1-27.50
3-24.75

Hens: 1-18.00
3-15.00

Red Males: 1-37.50
3-33.75

Red Hens' 1-25.00
3-21.00

LOVE-BIRDS

Black Mask Call
Fisher's Call
Blue Mask 50.00

COCKATOO'S

COCKATIELS

Grey 2500
Albino 45.00
Pearly 4500
Pied 5900

PARAKEETS

Normals 7.95
Rares 8.95

MYNAHS
(young)

1-150.00
2-140.00

3-125.00

Moluccans: 1-675.00
3-550.00
6-499.00

Umbrellas: 1-499.00
3-425.00

Lessers: 1-425.00
3-375.00
6-350.00

Goffins: 225.00

Bare-eyed 450.00
(liftle Corella)

3-75.00 6-65.001-85.00

155.00
175.00

1-599.00
3-499.00

995.00
795.00

30.00
35.00

1-48.00
3-45.00
6-40.00
1-40.00
3-36.00
6-32.00
450.00

1-350.00
3-30000
6-250.00
1-250.00
3-200.00
6-150.00
1-150.00
3-125.00
6-105.00
1-125.00
3-100.00
6-85.00
125.00
600.00
499.00

Senegals
or

Ring-Necks
Sun-Conures

CONURES

MACAWS

Duskies
Bee Bee's
Patagonians

AMAZONS

Mexican Double
Yel. Hds.

Red-headed Amazon

Spectacled Amazon

Nobles
Yellow Collars
Severe's
Blue Golds

Hand Fed Babies
Black eyed

Yellow cheeked

Blue-headed Parrot
Baby Yellow Napes
Baby Blue Crowns

"PLEASE NOTE"
These 6 lot bird's are priced very little above cost and will be personally

picked and packed by us, nof just drop-shipped by the quarantine'
We must request that the be pre-paid prior to shipping. With

fhe rates on C.O.D.s between $10.00 and $20.00 we will
both benefit from this. In April we should have Indian

Ring-necks. Plum-hds, Blossum-hds. Mustaches,
Rosellas, Red-rumps etc., so please call for the

prices. Magazine ads take 2-3 months to
change so hopefully we now have these

birds for the breeders in stock. Send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope

for current price sheet.

General

Information

(1) Birds are shipped nationwide F.O.B. from San Francisco. Average shipping charges $40.00 to $50.00 (approx,). If orders are prepaId you save airline
C.O.D. charge which is 10.00 minimum, you can ship many birds for the same shipping charge as one bird!

(2) Minimum order is $125.00.
(3) Prices subject to change without notice.
(4) Open for pick-up orders by APPOINTMENT ONLY - call first. (Cash, certified checks, Bank Cards - No company checks.)
(5) All finches are paired if possible.
(6) Please advise purpose of birds wanted. Breeders or Pets.
(7) On all orders include NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE AND AREA CODE - INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TO SHIP INTO.
(8) Main shipping day is Wednesday. Have orders in by early Tuesday.
(9) Our S8.50 crating charge includes veterinarian health certificate.

(10) Birds have live delivery guarantee only. Claim must be filled out at the airport on losses. They are Insured,
(11) We cannot be held responsible for any bird diseases such as psitticosis, pacheco. newcastle. etc.



One ofAustralia's showy beauties, the Star finch, (Poephtia ruficauda).

lenses, here are the measurements: width
18 inches - height 20 inches - length 30
inches - subject 8 inches from the
background - sleeves for lens 2, 4, 6, & 8
inches long by 8 inches square. The open
ings for the three flashes are covered with
one or more sheets of the white plastic to
diffuse and attenuate the flash. The
number of cliffusers and the distance of the
flash from them is adjusted to produce the
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light balance and F-stop desired. My basic
ratio is 1: 1.5 or 1:2 and the F-stop is f22.
F22 may seem like a very small aperture;
however, it provides a very good depth of
focus. The background is photographic
background paper taped to a piece of YB
inch masonite and dropped in the slot pro
vided. In order to provide some greenery, I
have a small bottle set in a piece of plaster
of-paris, which will support a branch or

whatever is available. The flash at the
camera is synced by the camera shutter.
The 45 0 flash is activated by a slave trigger
and the backlight flash is synced by a PC
cord from the 45 0 flash.

The box is usually placed on an ironing
board in order to get it up to a comfortable
working height. If it is too low, bending
over to see thru the camera will give you a
real good backache, as you spend a great



Name(s)

Included Imd deposit 01 $250.00 per person payable to Country Hills
Travel Trust Account

30 DAY DELUXE CAMPING TOUR
DEPARTS JUNE 15, 1981

6e ea.
7e ea.
8e ea.

lip

1 - 20
1 - 20
1 - 20

Numbered Price

State

Inside
Metric Meas.

\. -->
\'\,0

'"

BAN OS Available Now ~
from Europe ~

OPEN· COLORED
Used to Identify Families or Splits

ALUMINUM
I. D. BIRD

0 6 mm Cockatiels 1 - 10 10e ea.
E 8 mm Game Birds 1- 10 12e ea.
F 10 mm Pheasant 1 - 10 12e ea.

(small)
G 12 mm Pheasant 1 - 10 13e ea.
available in: (large)
Green, Red, Silver, Blue, Gold

A 2.5 mm Finches
B 3 mm Canaries
C 4 mm Parakeets
available in. Purple
Red. Black, Silver, Gold, Lime, Green, Blue

Address

AUSTRALIA!
Camping with the Wildlife

(~:'.

SEE: Koalas. Kangaroos. Over 250 species of
native birds, including Cockatoos, Lorikeets,
Emu, and Penguins in their natural habitat.
Snorkel on the Great Barrier Reef. Admire the
National Parks, Sanctuaries and Private
Aviaries.

VISIT: Melbourne. Adelaide. Coober Pedy.
Alice Springs. Arnhem Land. Katherine Gorge.
Mount Isa. Cairns. Rockhampton, Brisbane
and Sydney

)y) (714) 826-5248

f
~ !Bi'Ul !Band

(]nte'l.nationaL
10441 Barbara Ann, Cypress, CA 90630

minimum order

$5.00 +.75c postage & handling

Cal if. add 6% tax.

NOTE: This is a wildlife and natural history
oriented tour fully escorted by Rod Barth.
Price per person, $2406.00, based on double
occupancy from Los Angeles
NO EXTRAS - Fully inclusive tour (breakfast
only in hotels. 6 nights).

For free brochure call or send coupon to Rod's Australian
Wildlite Satari. P.O Box 1162. Yorba Linda, California 92686.
(714) 528-7926

Remember ESPP:
E - Equipment: your pictures can be

no better than your equipment will
permit.

S - Subject: poor subject, poor pic
ture; good subject the chances are
much better.

P - Practice: practice makes perfect,
or at least helps.

P - Patience: slow and easy does it;
getting a good picture of a par
ticular bird may take 15 minutes or
3 days or even longer.

pictures out of ten exposures, but this is
very rare; don't count on it.

Keep your film under refrigeration
from purchase to use and then again from
use to development. Of course, allow film
to reach ambient temperature before us
ing. The refrigeration will ensure fresh
film and cut down on heat fog and loss of
color. Also store your camera, especially
when loaded with film, in a cool place, not
in the sunshine. An automobile trunk in
the summer is not the place to store a
camera or film.

I highly recommend that all serious bird
photographers do their own processing. A
good lab can do slide film processing for
you, but, no better than you can and
maybe not as well. The process for
developing color slides is not difficult nor
is the equipment expensive. For negative
film and prints, no one can make better
prints than the photographer. There is a
lot of color control that can be performed
in the film development and print process
ing. Even an excellent color lab does not
know the true color of the birds you have
photographed. In fact, even ifyou do your
own processing, as I do, there are times
you will take a test print back and compare
it with the bird to see how good the colors
are and if they can be improved. At this
point, I should point out that present films
and papers can give excellent results, but
there are some colors and color combina
tions that cannot be reproduced. Color
prints can be made from slides as well as
from negatives. There is a better chance of
success in using negative film because ofits
greater exposure latitude and the fact that
its contrast can be increased or decreased
during development.

Editor's Note
In the next issue of WATCHBIRD we

will run Dr. Travnicek's article on his
methods of photographing birds in
through the wire ofshow or other cages.
His techniques differ, of course, from
those just described by Mr. Martin
because the subject birds are under very
different conditions.

deal of time looking and waiting for the
right pose. Each piece of the box is fasten
ed to the adjacent piece with hinges which
have bent nails relacing the hinge pins,
thus the whole box can be assembled or
disassembled in just a few minutes. The
flash guns are mounted in the open-end
boxes using regular camera flash attach
ment clips, and the flash boxes are fasten
ed to the bird box with the loose pin hinges.
The backlight flash is mounted in a piece
of4 inch PVC sewer pipe. The inside ofthe
camera end of the box is painted black in
an effort to keep the birds in the photo
graphic area. One problem, if you are
shooting slide film and using a perch the
full width of the cage, you will notice an
over and under exposure as the subject
moves from one side of the cage to the
other. This is caused by the varying
distance from the 45 0 flash. The way to
beat this is to use a single perch in the
proper distance from the flash. Using
negative film, this is not a major problem
because of the increased exposure latitude
of the film, there may be a slight shift in
color balance which can be overcome in
the printing process.

Techniques - When using the T-bar,
the set-up is the same as for regular por
traits. One flash near the camera at camera
level and a highlight flash 45 0 up and 45 0

from the subject. A backlight is also nice
but not necessary. Place it high from the
rear on the same side as the 45 0 flash and
aim it at the back of the subject. The back
light will give some added separation from
the background. Place the subject about 3
feet from the background so that the 45 0

flash can blank out the shadow cast by the
front flash. The ratio should be about
1: 1.5 or 1:2. Greenery can also be used to
help make a better looking picture. Get
everything set up and ready to go before
the bird is placed on the T-bar, because he
may not stay there too long, and also you
might spook him during set-up.

Remember, the finished pictures can be
no better, only worse, than the subject.
Therefore, whenever possible take pic
tures of the best bird when it is in the best
condition. A poor subject will produce a
poor picture. An excellent subject
MIGHT produce an excellent picture.

When using the photo box notice the
light set-up is basically the same as with
T-bar. Take many exposures - not every
one will be useable even under the best of
circumstances and film is the cheapest
commodity you are using. Under average
conditions you can expect to get one
useable picture out of ten exposures. With
a very photogenic subject who is most
cooperative, you might get eight useable
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